The Rabbit Haven Foster Contract
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone number cell: ___________________(H)_________________
(W) best time reach __________
(Required) E-mail: ______________________________________________________________________________
Rabbit I am fostering: ___________________________________
1. I agree to provide a safe, healthy, clean, indoor environment for my rabbit. The rabbit will be set up in a place safe
from any predators, or disease agents (raccoon droppings/fleas/mosquitoes) and/or exposure to adverse
temperatures.
2. I agree to have the rabbit as part of the family and not kept apart in a far off space or hutch. I understand the rabbit
needs social interaction and love for their emotional well being. Long periods of isolation in closed rooms, garages
etc. where the bunny cannot be a part of the family may create both emotional and physical harm.
3.

I understand that the enclosure size appropriate for the rabbit is APPROXIMATELY 4 x 4. I understand that the bunny
cannot stay in an enclosure all of the time and will require time and space to run about freely to get plenty of exercise.
X pens may be used to provide a safe place that bunny can call home-

4. I agree to assist with transport if the rabbit I am fostering needs to be seen by a vet. I understand that I am not
expected to pay for any medical costs. I will take the rabbit to Haven authorized veterinarians (as needed).
Coordination of any vet appointments will be arranged between the Director and foster family.
5.

If renting or leasing. I have the permission of my landlord to keep a rabbit or rabbits in my house or apartment.

6. I agree to provide the rabbit with fresh food and water daily including hay, high fiber pellets and dark leafy greens. I
agree to keep the rabbit’s area clean and to follow the litter box training guidelines I received from the Haven.
7. I agree to read the medical information data given to me by the Rabbit Haven and to report immediately if the rabbit
shows signs of illness. 831-600-7479 831 239-7119 or Director@therabbithaven.org.
8. I have no animals that will harm the rabbit that will be allowed in the rabbit's area. I agree to provide a safe
environment, free from predators.
9. If there is a young child at home, I agree to supervise all rabbit play with my children so the rabbit will not be harmed.
10. I agree to cover all cords the rabbit has access to so that the rabbit will not be injured.
11. I agree to spend time with my foster bunny every day and to interact with the rabbit to help in their socialization. I also
agree to take notes regarding the rabbit’s special likes/dislikes. I will send this information to the rabbit Haven
program director monthly.
12. I agree to transport my foster rabbit to adoption shows as requested or make arrangements with another Rabbit
volunteer to transport if I cannot.
13. I agree to contact the Rabbit Haven Director immediately if I cannot keep my foster rabbit for any reason. I will give
the Rabbit Haven enough notice to be able to find a space in their foster system for the foster rabbit. (4 weeks).
________________________________________________________
Foster Family Representative/print and then sign name
__________________________
______________________
Rabbit Haven Representative / director@therabbithaven.org

____________________________________
Date
.
____________________________________
Date

Wishing you the very best with your new foster bunny! Thank you for fostering!

